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BIOGRAPHY

W 750 × H 860 x 250 D 

DIMENSIONS WEIGHT LIGHT FITTING

PHYSALIS 15 kg

MATERIAL COLOURPHYSALIS  

BASE Metal

Pulegoso  GLASS COMPONENT

CONCEPT

WonderGlass presents Physalis, the new project designed by Cristina Celestino, inspired by the translucent 
volumes of the homonymous dried flowers, intended for home decor in the winter months. This habit was 
born with the need for a long-term floral decoration and is characterized by a delicate process of harvesting 
the fresh flower. The bouquets thus obtained create a vibrant desaturated palette, which ranges from warmer 
tones to the semi-transparent white. Among the most suitable flowers for these compositions, Physalis stands 
out for its characteristic lantern shape, ephemeral organic architecture consisting of a very light and 
impalpable envelope. The naturalistic suggestion finds application design thanks to the use of the “pulegoso” 
glass, blown by the master glassmakers on the island of Murano.Transparency is measured through the pale 
pink glass mass, filtered by the texture of the bubbles enclosed in it. The glass externally is almost impercepti-
ble, delicate and shiny. Three fruits hanging sweetly on a branched metallic stem, lit up with impalpable light, 
as if to offer themselves to be collected.

Cristina Celestino was born in 1980 in Pordenone. In 2005, after graduating from the School of Architecture 
at IUAV University of  Venice, she worked with prestigious design studios, focusing on interior architecture 
and design. Following this important experience, the projects of Attico Design have been shown in many 
international galleries and showrooms. As a designer and architect, Cristina Celestino creates exclusive 
projects for private clients and companies. Her work also extends to creative direction for companies, and 
the design of interiors and displays. For DesignMiami 2016 she designed the Happy Room collection for 
Fendi. The fil rouge of her creations is clear, rigorous use of geometry, in a process of careful manipulation 
of traditional forms: her projects also feature variations of scale and brilliant little inventions, playing with 
conventional messages and hidden, unexpected meanings.
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